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Do you want to challenge yourself? Do 
you want to increase your knowledge and 

your chances of exam success?

Then have a look at our new series - 

Read, Watch, Do.

NEW FOR 2018
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It isn’t just Macbeth! Read this article to find out about 

the Supernatural in Shakespeare’s tragedies.

Why should you read The Handmaid’s Tale? Watch 

this video to find out why this dystopian classic has 

such staying power.

Visit Liverpool Museum and look at the displays 

showing the changing face of Liverpool through time. 

Does this add anything new to your thoughts about 

‘Blood Brothers’? 

http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/94/how-now-hecate-the-supernatural-in-shakespeares-tragedies
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/why-should-you-read-the-handmaid-s-tale-naomi-r-mercer
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/mol/index.aspx
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Last week we celebrated International Women’s Day. 

Read some articles from female mathematician’s 

about what inspired their work here.

Simon Singh shares many of the mathematical 

references in The Simpsons. Watch this and then 

look back some shows to see if you can spot more.

 
Visit The University of Liverpool on 1st March 

5:50-6:30pm for an interactive lecture exploring “Why 

pigs and boomerangs fly”.

https://plus.maths.org/content/women
https://youtu.be/ppMF-WlvhoA
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Jupiter’s winds run deep into the planet - we are 

finally getting a look into the biggest planet in the 

solar system, and its very strange!

World’s first ‘plastic free’ supermarket isle opens in 

the Netherlands - campaigners in the UK calling for 

similar here.

‘Meet the Scientists’ event, meet scientists from the 

University of Liverpool in a family friendly, hands-on 

event, for all the family (17th March)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-43317566
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/world-europe-43270605/world-s-first-plastic-free-aisle-opens-in-netherlands
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/wml/events/displayevent.aspx?EventId=35295
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Read this article about two Polish men who died 

because they dared to speak out against the 

authorities in very different circumstances. 

How far would you go to practice your faith? Watch 

this clip of Christians in Ethiopia scale a mountain to 

baptise an infant.

Visit Liverpool Museum and look at the display 'Taking 

Liberties' which looks at the history of Women's 

Suffrage in Liverpool.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2010/jun/06/jerzy-popieluszko-polish-priest-beatified
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0607fp8
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/mol/visit/galleries/peoples/womens-suffrage/
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Read about inspirational female characters on the 

BBC here

Watch this tutorial about how to perfect your Scouse 

accent ready for Blood Brothers

Do

Go to a local theatre! See Bolton Octagon’s ‘What’s 

on guide’ here

http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/bbcmediaaction/entries/e944d49e-3f89-4c3b-a1d9-948a12b52150
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Yt8tygDXzc&t=1s
https://octagonbolton.co.uk/

